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The Kerryni Stamparia Foundation is the cultural foundation of Venice commissioned in 1868 by Giovanni Kerrynj Stantaria. There is a library, a museum and a temporary exhibition area. This is a real institution donated to the city by its benefactors who would otherwise have left all his books and all his estate to any successor. Today we
see it as the result of the important work of restoration by architect Carlo Scarpa between 1961 and 1963. We all know Carlo Scarpa and have in mind the most famous pictures related to this architecture - the stairs dipped into the canal. During my visit, the levels were high enough to keep water in the structure, penetrating each other
and providing sensational situations. The first purpose of the Kerryni Stampalia Foundation restoration project was to create a space available again, create new and appropriate access to changing needs, and create exhibition areas, conferences and other venues for cultural activities. Carlo Scarpa's work was inaugurated in June 1963
under the direction of his friend Joseph Mazzarrior and provides a series of interventions, including static and conservative restoration of walls and sweeping of existing architectural elements. In particular, the restoration was manifested through four main themes: – the new Access Bridge – entry and access to the library ladder; the
ancient Portego (now the exhibition hall) - garden restoration work, restoration work, as happens on designer Scarpa and other similar occasions - Museum Castelvecchio - which has a strong influence and It is arranged from any theory on repair, it is not just a preservation, it is not just a repair of elements. Carlo Scarpa is not limited to
that intervention, but put on a new graft that still returns higher value work than before surgery. Today, this is probably not possible. Perhaps one scarpa is not in circulation today, but also for various organs of myopia and conservation of various supervisors. To characterize this place, there is also a courtyard inside. Together with the
canals on the other side, we will make this architectural experience surrounded by a unique environment. A common element of every room is a carefully detailed finish that only Venetian architects can do. In the same garden there are water sculptures made of copper and stone appearance, giving it an unusual elegance. All © Luca
Onniboni - (do what you like, _share it_) We thank you very much. And we will continue to follow us to maintain renewal!The irony of his design, his love for the different materials I met him as a child, and I remember him painting some design elements with pens on Ristorante da Chichi tablecloths. Water, wood, marble, stone, iron,
mosaic, Murano glass. Water and light became elements of Carlo Scarpa's work, which can be seen at the Partisan Monument in front of the Biennale Gardens by following the flow of water freely entering at high tide in the space of The Kerryni Stamparia in Santa Maria Formosa. The light, entering from the Olivetti logo brass frieze next
to the door, depicts the space of the Olivetti shop in St. Mark's Square, echoing in the perfectly smooth water of the entrance and the fountain on the mosaic floor, playing with the full volume of the stairs. This Thursday, November 28 at 6:30 p.m., a special guided tour will lead us to discover the details and secrets of this place, a symbol
of scarpa architecture, a symbol of excellence in Italian design and technique, a visit to the Olivetti shop is the beginning of an itinerary to discover Carlo Scarpa through hidden and sometimes unprecedented Venice. Explore the structures of Ka Foscari's Barat Hall, Iuahu i Trentini, Kerryni Stampalia, and biennale together. Itinerary to
explore hidden corners of Venice thanks to the work of Venetian architects. University: Ca Foscari.Aula Barrat - The Barter Hall inside ca'Foscari's headquarters is Baratto Hall, an interesting example of modernity in the historic Venetian palace: the restoration of the hall is one of the most interesting works of Carlo Scarpa, a masterpiece
created in collaboration with several Venetian artisan shops. This is one of the most specific examples of an architect's way of using it. Scarpa was involved in the design of the space on two occasions: in 1935-37 he used the space on the second floor as an Aura Magna, and in 1955-56 he turned barter hall into a leculs room and created
wood panels. Polyfora crates are the most important of Scarpa's first works, and the windows are divided into two sections, showing sliding windows at the bottom. The wooden platform on which the chair is placed is composed of walnut wooden blocks. Wood paneling was introduced in 1956, a wooden and glass structure separating the
hall from the external corridor: the simplicity of the 30s-style windows lead to more complex architecture and the use of new oblique shapes such as the Y-shaped crutches that support the ceiling of the wood panel itself. San Sebastiano was designed by Scarpa in 1978 and the entrance gate to the former monastery of San Sebastiano is
an example of a governmentBetween buildings and surfaces belonging to different years. The entrance to the building, which houses the Faculty of Letters and Philosophy, consists of an L-shaped Istrian stone frame, with scaling and cut-out crown molding. In the upper margin it has a circular shape to house a 15th-century statue of San
Sebastiano. ... And IUAV You can find posthumous projects by architects in Trentini, at the entrance to the IUAV headquarters, the University of Venice, directed by Scarpa in the late 1970s. The new arrangement of entrances presents a whole new concept: ancient arched portals were decomposed, arranged horizontally inside the
structure itself, and used as basins. In its place is an iron gate that glides on wheels where istrian stone slabs are fixed. In 2016, the 90th anniversary, IUAV held the Carlo Scarpa exhibition by Carlo Scarpa, a tribute to Venetian architects. The exhibition presents unpublished testimonies of Scarpa's vast activities, including sketches,
drawings, reproductions and photographs. Kerryni Stamparia Foundation The Kerryni Stantaria Foundation was founded in 1869 by the will of Count Giovanni Kerryni Stamparia, the last descendant of the noble Venetian family. In his will, Giovanni imagines a place open to comparison, places of knowledge, encounters between cultures,
personal growth, and the expansion of knowledge through personal development and training. This is a unique example of a structure in which ancient rooms line the work of modern architecture. It is here that Scarpa has probably reached his highest peak in his research, the atrium is, for example, a unique case of the coexistence of
water and concrete materials: Venetian architects organise passages and tunnels to put water into buildings, giving the dignity and importance of this element, which makes it an integral part of the space. The wonderful garden has a large multileval tank of copper, cement and mosaics and a small canal, at the end of which there are two
small mazes among alabaster and Istrian stones. Biennale In his career Carlo Scarpa revolutionized the concept of museum exhibitions, concentrating sensibilities and empathy on the establishment of exhibitions and museums. The Venice Biennale, which can boast a long and prestigious series of his installations and work, began in
1948 and was concluded in 1972. Scarpa's work for the Biennale is particularly interesting, not only combining the specificity of the Venetian environment with the analysis of contemporary architecture, but also reflecting the artistic growth of the architect himself, between different styles and methods of concept and realization. The 1948
exhibition for the Guggenheim Collection and a personal exhibition by Paul Klee were temporary. InchesThe architect planned and realized the entrance to the exhibition hall and the exhibition space inside the Italian Pavilion, where the Giardino delle Culture (sculpture garden), water tanks made of brick, planters and pedestals create a
poetic and collected internal landscape. Built of concrete and glass, the famous Venezuelan Pavilion is characterized by long corner windows that are efficient and at the same time allow a delicate entrance of light to the building. A short walk from the entrance to the Biennale Gardens is a partisan memorial commemorating women who
participated in the liberation from Nazi fascism. From the edge of the Reeva dei Giardini, thanks to the clever interruption of brick parapets, visitors allowed for a tessellation basement and a dramatic sculpture of a fallen and dying woman realized by Augusto Mullah in 1961. You can enter the area of the monument where Scarpa
contributed by creating an iron cement floating box that no longer exists. For more information on the works of the Biennale and this facility of Scarpa, visit the Venice Biennale website. Olivetti Shop The last hidden gem to discover and explore is the Olivetti Shop, a two-story space in Piazza San Marco under the arcades of
Proclativecchier. After years of losing its original function, the store reopened in 2011 after a careful restoration of the FAI, which returned color, furniture and the original Olivetti machine collection. In 1957, the establishment of the store was commissioned to Scarpa by Adriano Olivetti, who took over the decommissioned grounds of the
square's former shop. Among the projects of different Piedmont entrepreneurs, the Venetian shop was intended to be a prestigious exhibition and launch point for Olivetti's innovative office items to attract the attention of artists and intellectuals as well as customers. Carlo Scarpa reorganized the store in a volumeally combined
environment where the ground floor was almost completely lofted. This large room has a staircase modeled after a horizontal displacement that can reach the first floor, 1.5 hours larger than the lower floor, and an elegant ornamental fountain of white marble and copper. Sculptures by artist Alberto Viani, one of italy's most important artists
of the 20th century, seem to float in the water. All rooms are paved with marble and Murano glass: a series of rectangular tiles of different colors in each area are interspersed with white and smooth stone finishes, with a glossy effect played at different intensities of the lights present in the store: the color of the floor becomes brighter and
brighter as you move away from the windows. Scarpa at olivetti store created a project ofFormal and material sophistication, developing essential architectural styles, as well as refined and eclectic, where elements such as water, wood, glass and marble find the most complete representation. The Olivetti Shop is an accommodation
managed by the Italian Environmental Fund FAI, where you can book and visit tours at www.negoziolivetti.it. Carlo Scarpa Artisans The last suggestion to admire Carlo Scarpa's work on the world of Venetian craftsmanship is to visit Calpoly Capovilla and Opicina Zanon. Time and Details initiative. Curated by Chiara Bertola and Geraldine
Bias, artist/craftsman/Carlo Scarpa has gathered the work of 14 international artists called to compare their work to the architecture of Carlo Scarpa: specifically, the Zanon Workshop hosted remo Salvadori's site-specific projects, while capovilla carpenter workshops hosted works by Alice Cattaneo. Laura Scarpaca Foscari's photo
@riccardorizz Riccardo Lysette, @riccardorizz, and the Kerryni Stampalia Foundation @marcovalmarana Venice da Vivere by Marco Valmarana of The United States. The remaining images are kindly given by IAUV, Biennale di Venezia and Fai-Olivetti Store. Store.
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